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Edible book
fair scheduled
for April 7
Nick Longworth

be edible (edible but need not be

Staff Writer

Ever read a book so good that
you could taste it? On April 7
in the Miller Resource Learning
Center you have the chance to do
just that.

be related to books: it can pun a
learning resources and technology
Entries at other festivals have
included such titles as “The
-

The event is part of the cel-

Filmmaker visits SCSU
Andrea Hubbell
Contributing Writer

tend the event.
“Cause he’s on MTV.” Andrea

“Curd Vonnegut.” Entries are en-

Edible Book Page

“ You can’t take no for an

background ceased and darkness
night.

Learning Center’s 10th anniversary.

throughout the night.

-

throughout.
celebrity snap shot.

Jenks Page

the audience.

Students visualize
national debt on campus
-

Ian Luhm
Contributing Writer

Nepal Night gives
cultural insight

of the protest.
pus protesting the United States national debt on

-

in Africa at three [U.S.] dollars per day for 13 years.”

Jack Lofgren
Staff Writer

the NSA and the 2011 recipient

hosted by the Nepalese Student
Association (NSA) presented

of the event onto pieces of 4-foot by 2-foot posterboard.

Nepal.
“For 16 years the NSA has
provided up to 250 Nepalese

-

the Sculpture Mall. The entire display stretched 44
feet.

authenticity of the food and en-

be too hard to ignore.
-

-

Association’s efforts for Nepal
Night.
“Getting together and getting

to the audience.
Nepalese students are the
largest international group on

Cloud State University.

as a recruiting tool.
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‘Fools’ brings nonstop laughs

SCSU baseball
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theater

the MSU
Mavericks.

ended their sea-
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Jenks

Continued from Page 1

Momentum has steam-rolled since the documentary was bought and
Jenks had found a new inspiration, a new documentary.
Bobby Valentine, an American, who happened to be a very successful
Japanese baseball manager, was Jenks’ next target.
Jenks jumped through more and more loops trying to get a hold of
the popular American who was now residing in Japan and explained to
the audience that he wasn’t sure if this would even pan out.
“I hear no, it’s like a turn on,” Jenks said, “I hear no and I’m like,
‘Yes!’”

With his determination, Jenks’ did eventually contact Valentine but
faced a new hurdle when Valentine only agreed to let him document Japanese baseball if it was for the whole length of the season, nine months.
One million dollars was the cost of an operation like this, but even
as a college student, Jenks continued with his positive attitude and called
ESPN to pitch his idea for a story that continued him on a path, which
lead him straight to MTV.
The show continued with Jenks’ adventures, which have been aired
on MTV and with the thought that without his positive attitude and ambition he would not be able to be in St. Cloud, MN speaking to a room
full of people.
Busse and Struzyk, SCSU freshman that attended the show, both
agreed that Jenks was loud and clear with the idea that as a society we
need to appreciate what we have and the lifestyles that we are given.
“Everyone is different” Busse explained. “Some people just don’t
notice it, like Andrew Jenks.”

Nepal Night
Continued from Page 1
means “a special invitation”. The night started
with a dance in salutation to the Hindu gods.
Slideshows allowed audiences to visualize Nepal’s
mountainous geography. Nepal contains 8 of the 14
highest mountains in the world, including the highest,
Mt. Everest.
the audience get a feel for the diversity within Nepal.
There are currently 92 spoken languages and 60
ethnicities within Nepal.
Nepal enlightened the audience about the 12,000
The night was richened by the large number of
alumni in attendance, to whom the MCs recognized
for their support.
Ann Radwn, Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs and International Studies, made the
unexpected and exciting announcement during her
speech at Nepal Night that SCSU will be able to
offer a study abroad program in Kathmandu, Nepal
starting next year for SCSU students, allowing not
only for Nepalese students to come to SCSU, but for
SCSU students to go to Nepal.
The entertainment concluded with a Nepalese
poetry contest called “Dohori”, where men and
women would compete with each other in the recital
of poetry, and in which dances would often break out
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Traditional Nepalese dance at Nepal Night 2011.

among the poets.
After the entertainment, people were served food
from Nepal. On the menu was pulau (a combination
of rice and peas), chicken curry, aulu cauli (a potato
and rice pudding.
in the basement of Atwood Memorial Center, and
since then it has grown enormously. The annual
Nepal Night will be held again next Spring.

Cultural Cafe
spring schedule

April
April 8 - Philippines
April 15 - Ukraine
April 22 - Cambodia
*All Cultural Cafe events are held on Fridays
from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in Mitchell Hall.

Debt

mer President Bush, who spent an
average of $612 billion dollars per

Continued from Page 1

Under current President
Barack Obama, the government
has spent an average of $1.7 tril-

said he has seen both sides
of the political spectrum join the
group, but claimed a lot of the
members now, are closer aligned
with Libertarianism.
After the protest, the Young
Americans for Liberty had a follow up meeting later that night,
the group showed the documentary, “American Dream,” a critically
acclaimed movie about an unsuccessful strike involving Hormel
Foods in Austin, Minn.
There were more students at
the follow-up meeting. Swedberg
said that new faces were a welcome sight.
“Get more people involved,
activism is much more important
than just being a member.” Swedberg said.
According to the Department
of Treasury, the debt has nearly
tripled in the past 10 years.
The debt increased under for-

of his presidency.
The National Debt has historically gone up, since 1791, when
the United States Treasury started
recording the debt; it was at $75.4
million dollars.
The feedback to the event was
mixed.
“It seemed like a lot of
students couldn’t quite understand the national debt number,”
Swedberg said, “but the positive
feedback far outweighed the negative.”

“T

he debt is a fact,
and that is something students
need to be aware of.”

Elizibeth Isle

College Republicans
PR Chair

Travel and tourism offers opportunities
Margo Christenson
Contributing writer

How would you like to get paid to travel
the world?
St. Cloud State students who major or
minor in Travel and Tourism as part of the
Geography department may get to see the
world.
Randal Baker, Director of the Travel and
Tourism program, says that the program
is geared toward students getting exposure
and experience in all aspects of the travel
industry.
“We are the only travel and tourism major in Minnesota,” Baker said. “That makes
us unique even beyond St. Cloud State.”
Baker said the program doesn’t focus on
one particular area of the industry so students get jobs through many different aspects
of travel and tourism. Students can get jobs

in almost anything, Baker says.
“Hotels, car rental agencies, convention
visitors’ bureaus, attractions, ski resorts, anywhere you can think, we target,” Baker said.
Baker added the tourism industry isn’t for
everyone.
“You’ve got to want that lifestyle, and be
interested in travel and going places,” Baker
said. “It can be hard.”
Baker says to be successful in the travel
and tourism industry, students have to like
people, have good communication skills, pay
attention to detail, and always be on time.
Students also need to gather experience,
which can mean doing work without getting
paid, he said.
“That sometimes means you’re doing
things that you may not want to do,” Baker
said. “You have to do them so you can get
considered for what you want to do.”
“The opportunities are pretty endless,”
Baker added.
One SCSU travel and tourism student

is already seeing the opportunities the travel
and tourism industry has to offer.
Travel and Tourism major Alex Karls
spent six months on Carnival cruise ships
Inspiration and two months on the Carnival
Glory working as an Entertainment Staff
member.
Karls said he hosts events and activities
on board the ship and makes sure that the
guests are having a fun vacation.
“I love entertaining guests and creating a
fun atmosphere,” Karls said. “I am traveling the world, living with no expenses, being
around a fun atmosphere, and living my
dream job.”
Karls said he hopes to get a Masters
and Ph.D. in Human Geography, with his
ultimate goal being a host for the Travel
Channel.
For students wanting to get involved in
the Travel and Tourism program at SCSU,
Karls offered a word of advice.
“To be in this major/minor, just remem-

ber one thing: have a great attitude about this

Students interested in the Travel and
Tourism program, Rachel Campion said,
should join the Travel and Tourism Club.
Campion, President of Travel and Tourism Club, said members get a jump start in
the industry by being able to network with
industry professionals.
“Students have many opportunities to
get out of the classroom to meet professionals and to see what careers are offered in the
Travel and Tourism industry,” Campion said.
Members also have the chance to participate in events and trips that will help them
make the right career choice in the industry,
Campion said.
Any SCSU student can join the Travel
and Tourism Club. Meetings are Wednesdays at noon in Stewart Hall 303.

SCSU gets 10,000th fan on Facebook
Tom Wilsey
StAFF writer

The St. Cloud State University
Facebook page earned its 10,000th fan
earlier in March, and that number is
still climbing.
Created in December 2007, facebook.com/stcloudstate offers links to
news stories and websites, videos, posts
and comments by fans. The page also
offers more than 80 photo albums
depicting life at Minnesota’s secondlargest university.
The Facebook page plays a key role
in the circulation of news through out
the campus. Much of the content, under the “Wall” section, consists of current events on campus, policy changes,
and students’ opinions.
“Our Facebook page provides
unprecedented interaction for our
community and valuable feedback for
campus leaders,” said Loren Boone, Assistant Vice President of Marketing and

“I

is more helpful than the school’s main website. All of the information is right
there.”

formation for events is usually posted a
couple days in advance, so I never miss
something I’m interested in.”
The drop down bar, on the left hand
side of the screen, allows for users the
navigate the page easily.
for,” Vo said. “I think that the Facebook

Michael Vo page is more helpful than the schools
Freshman
Communication.
“Three years it ago it was a novelty.
Now it’s a key tool in our communication infrastructure,” Boone said.
Offering plenty of information
about the school, the SCSU Facebook
page also plays a role in prospective
student outreach.
“When I was applying to SCSU
last year, I searched the school’s Facebook page,” Brent Larson, freshman
said. “The page gave me a good idea
of what the school was about. I found

Edible Book
Continued from Page 1
with a few basic guidelines.
“Everyone is allowed to enter the contest, but all entries
must conform to the following criteria: registration must be
submitted by April 5th, all materials must be edible, each
entry must be related to a book (it can pun a title, refer-

a lot of things that I was interested in,
academically and for fun. I can’t say I
use the page all that much now that I
me in deciding to go here.”
with staying on top of campus activities.
“I use the SCSU Facebook page
to see what’s happening on campus,”
SCSU Freshman, Michael Vo said
“The page is well maintained and is
updated daily, from what I can tell. In-

ence or character, look like a book, or somehow be inspired
by one) and the entries must be dropped off to one of the
volunteers at the Miller Resource Center on the day of the
event between 7:30-10 am,” Lymans said.
There is no cost associated with the contest, and
refreshments and cake will be served following the contest. All entries will be documented, photographed, and
displayed in both the Miller Center and on the library
Facebook.
be awarded in the following categories: best young edible

main website. All of the information is
right there. I hardly ever have to click
Part of the 21,000-member St.
Cloud network, facebook.com/stcloudstate is an open community that
encourages content posting and comments by anyone.
The page is managed by University
Communications staff in cooperation
with more than a dozen administrators
across the campus.
Facebook is the largest social media
network, boasting more than 600 million active users worldwide.

book artist (pre K-12), fan favorite, most humorous, most
creative, most literary, and Judge’s favorite,” Lyman said.
have been gathered from all around the St. Cloud area.
“Judges will include Amy Bowen, Food Writer at the St.
Cloud Times, Kathryn Gainey from the St. Cloud State
Art Department faculty and others to be announced closer
to the event,” Lyman said.
For more information, contact Kristin Lyman at 320308-2022 or lrtsinfo@stcloudstate.edu.
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Presidential candidate Samantha Ivey, Vice Presidential candidate Chris Norton.

“I

have so much passion for the Student Government. I have so much
pride in this university that I want to leave my mark on it and help this university and way I can.”

“W

e would hit the ground running and improve some of the

Student Government.”

Sam Ivey

Dale Rystad

Student Government Presidential Candidate

Student Government Presidential Candidate

Sam Ivey is a junior at St.

Cloud State University studying Political Science and Communication Studies. She is the
current Student Services Committee Chair
within Student Government. In her current
position, she works to ensure that University
services are serving students properly. In her
2nd year at SCSU, she served as the Academic
Affairs Committee Chair in which she helped
save academic programs from being cut, along
with re-writing academic policy to uphold the
academic rights of the students. Lastly, in her
freshman year, she sat on the Urban Affairs
Committee as a Senator At-Large, which
allowed her to be the City Council Student Liaison, as well as the Neighborhood University
Community Council Student Representative.
In her 3 years in SCSU’s Student Government, she has served on many University
committees as a vital student representative.

Chris Norton

PHOTO COURTESy OF CANDIDATES

Presidential candidate Dale Rystad, Vice Presidential candidate Ashli Gerdes.

is a junior at
St. Cloud State University studying International Business and Marketing. He is currently

a Senator-At-Large and a very active member
in multiple student organizations and dedicated to his community, having volunteered in
efforts to support the Boys and Girls Club and
local park clean ups. His history of Military
service dates back to high school when he
joined the Minnesota Army National Guard.
He returned to college the fall of last year
upon return from deployment in support of
Operation Iraqi Freedom from 2008-2010.
As President and Vice President, we will
improve how the University spends Student’s
money, help the University brand itself and
reach a vast variety of students, and improve
the student services to give Huskies a better
college experience overall.
We are dedicated to a doctrine of “Students First”. Every issue, every process, every
dollar spent will start with the question, “Does
this add value to the college experience for the
students at St. Cloud State?”
This is our sincere promise to you.

Dale Rystad grew up in

northwestern Minnesota in a small town by
the name of Oklee. Rystad was active in
many different extracurricular activities in
high school ranging from football, wrestling
and baseball to knowledge bowl, National
Honor Society, and Student Government.
Here at St. Cloud State University he is currently pursuing a degree in Social Studies
Education and plans to teach on a 5-12 grade
level. Rystad has been involved in SCSU Student Government for two years and has held
three positions including Senator, Student
Services Chair and Urban Affairs Chair.

Ashli Gerdes

is a sophomore majoring in mass communications with
an emphasis in broadcast journalism, and a
minor in political science. She served as the
SG legislative affairs chair for the past year.
She started out in student government in
fall 2009 as a Senator At-Large. Gerdes has
always had an interest in politics and enjoys
standing up for students.

She is the assistant program director at
KVSC Radio and has held that position for
over a year. Gerdes has also been a radio deejay at KVSC since fall 2009, hosting a weekly
radio show on Wednesdays.
Our platform is simple…As Student Government President and Vice President, Dale
Rystad and Ashli Gerdes, will work to engage
as many students as possible in campus-wide
conversations. We want to hear from you, our
peers, as to what changes you wish to see on
campus and conduct conversations on pertinent
campus issues. To be effective as the student
voice we must know what our students are saying.
Students can vote for their favorite
candidates during elections, scheduled
for April 11 through April 13. Students
will be voting on a smoking referendum
as well as eighteen Student Government
senators. Voting booths will be set up in
Atwood Memorial Center.

Business & Technology
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Famous Dave’s founder visits SCSU
Ashli Gerdes
Staff Writer
Famous Dave’s founder Dave Anderson shared his secrets to
success Wednesday in the Atwood Ballroom.
This free event open to the public was sponsored by the Herberger College of Business. Anderson’s message was, “stand up,
Anderson, who received his master’s in public administration from Harvard, has helped create over 20 thousand jobs, and
made billions in sales. He has written two well-known books that
have been listed on the New York Times Best Sellers List.
“We’re living in one of the most competitive economic market
“Our work should be our life, and our life should be our

thusiasm. And that is what it is going to take to succeed in today’s
Anderson explained that he didn’t grow up with a silver
spoon in his mouth.
“I wasn’t born on the right side of the tracks. for most of my

COuRTESY OF FAMOuSDAvES.COM

“I was the shiest bashful kid in class…there was a time in my
life where I couldn’t even lead a group in silent prayer. That’s no

The popular Famous Dave’s logo.

He said questioned his future heavily: “Would my life be like
one of those stars that shown bright in the northern sky? Or
would my life be like one of those other billions and billions of

life everything that you do is an important ingredient that is so

in that mirror, smiled at myself, winked at myself, and today I can

asked himself.
Anderson got his start by cooking for Native American powwows.
“I spent 25 years working on my recipes before I opened my

There are many life lessons that Anderson said he had to
learn.
“One of the things that I had to learn the hard way is that to
be successful in life you cannot achieve your greatest dreams by

Anderson continued, “I’m telling on myself because there
may be things in your life that you’ve got to change. Are you

Anderson had to practice at being the person he envisioned
himself to be.

Anderson.
Anderson’s speech left a few students thinking about their
own dreams.
“I have lots of dreams. I want to have a family. I want to be a

“What I learned from my dad was how important every
ingredient was to making great tasting food. Just like in your own

ror I bought from K-MART … I even shook hands with myself

-

for the Real-estate Association.
One thing that Kelly said that she took away from Anderson’s
presentation was, “follow your dreams. You really shouldn’t care

“I

ne of the things I had to learn the hard way is that to be successful in life, you cannot achieve your
greatest dreams by being the person you are right now ... we have to change.

Dave Anderson
Founder of Famous Dave’s restaurant chain

“I loved it. I loved his speech. I kind of want to get into trading or be in trading when I graduate… just listening to him…I
of business executive council.
“If you have a dream, if you’re willing to work hard, amazing

Technology
Jun-Kai Teoh
Managing editor

Cloud computing is getting increasingly
popular these days. For those unfamiliar
with the term, it’s simply doing things
tings connected to the Web, or as simple as

Dropbox
students use to drop their assignments off,
but a Web service that offers 2GB of online
space for free.
On the simple end, it can easily reor emailing documents to yourself all the
time.
On the more tech-heavy end, it can be
used as an online library for music or a way
to share and collaborate work with others.
And while 2GB might be very little, it’s
box. Tweeting once about it, or posting
a message about it on Facebook, or just
users additional space.
Inviting friends can easily earn people
limit on free accounts. But for the average
user, that would probably be more than
enough.
And, it’s available for Macs, Linux,
Windows and also the iOS and Android
systems. It’s pretty much available on most
systems.

Google Docs is just fantastic. Google

those features.
Google Docs is more than enough for
college student. It takes a little time to get
used to it, but that’s to be expected for any

new software. Even transitioning from Microsoft Word PC to Microsoft Word Mac
can be confusing.
Word documents, spreadsheets and
also supports online collaboration with
other people, which can sometimes be
rather useful.

Joli OS
It used to be known as Jolicloud, but has
since changed its name to Joli OS.
While Dropbox and Google Docs are
simply Web services anyone can sign up for,

Google Docs
Obviously, it’s not as robust and fully

COuRTESY OF ITLuRE.COM

-

geared towards cloud computing.
Joli OS is a linux-based operating system. In short, it’s an alternative to Windows
or Mac OSX.
Developed with netbooks and cloud
computing in mind, Joli OS is a super-lightweight and zipping fast operating system.

COuRTESY OF FuTuREBLuE.WORDPRESS.COM

Most of the programs available for
shortcuts like Pandora, Facebook or Twitter.
Besides that, it also supports traditional
linux-based programs.
To top it off, it even has integrated
Dropbox support.
it’s not good enough, it’s good to keep in
mind that there are many Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Audition or even movie-mak-

ing software alternatives on Linux.
On the other hand, people with old
laptops or computers that are running as
slow as a turtle might want to consider Joli
OS, as it’s fast operating system.
And, per-Linux tradition, it’s available
for PCs as a dual-boot option. People can
install Joli OS on the PCs without replacing
their Windows if they want to just test drive
the system out.

Bulletin
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Advice

Things every human should know.

ing with my current roommates. I am
forced to clean up after them on a daily
basis. Do you have any suggestions for
dealing with messy roommates?

A:
ing with my current roommates. I am
forced to clean up after them on a
daily basis. Do you have any
suggestions for dealing with messy
roommates?
First and foremost, do not fall into
the trap of passive aggressive notes
and avoidance. If you plan on living
with this person for an extended period of time, note leaving and camping out in your bedroom will only add
to the tension bubbling in the house.
If you take the passive aggressive
route, be prepared for long days of
silence and closed doors.
The best course of action here is
directness. Don’t condescend to your
roommate and don’t handle them with
kid gloves, either. You’ll want to be
somewhere in between a professional
tone and a friendly tone—but not
tipped in either direction too heavily.
Remain direct, calm and clearly
state your issue and how they think it
with what you think the solution
is—let them come to that conclusion
themselves.

The important thing is to not let
the situation blow up. Take a step
back and realize that the situation is
not as grave as it may seem. Remember that it’s not a permanent situation.
If a talking to still fails to remedy
the situation, more drastic measures
may be in order. If your roommate
leaves dirty dishes in the sink, or
doesn’t take out the trash, leave those
dirty dishes on top of your roommate’s bed, or in front of their door.
Something that won’t damage any of
their possessions, but will let them
know that you’re aware of their failure to pitch in.
Again, directness is the best policy
here—if you let things pile up, it will
begin to infringe on your own quality
of life and end in a stand off of who
can be more disgusting.
Remain calm, be fair and don’t be
a jerk.
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Find the answers in our
paper next week or answer
them online! Here are some

A. Looking for a glimpse
into the past? Check out this
area.
B. If I take the low road,
then you’ll take ______.
C. At the LAN Party on
Saturday? Then you were
closer to this site than you
realized.
D. Looking for the Sound
of St. Cloud State? Look no
further than this red door.
-

We have these great photos
thanks to Andrew Jacobson.

Corrections
The University
Chronicle prides itself
on journalistic
integrity. We strive to
publish the most
accurate
information, but we
are prone to human
mistakes. We will
correct any errors
of fact or misspelled
names promptly. Call
308-4086 with any
corrections.
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Psuedo pop production
Chris Bremseth
columnist

Britney Spears’ “Femme
Fatale” is another major step
in the wrong direction.
Throughout the past
few years, we have seen the
obvious advent of producers
on pop music tracks, rather
than the stars themselves.
Ke$ha, Katy Perry, and
Avril Lavigne (amongst others) have fallen prey to this
zeitgeist, all hiring Dr. Luke
or Max Martin, the major
songwriting producers of
today, and Britney Spears is
their latest client.
tive meat and potatoes of
a song, usually involving
coaching of the star in the
area of vocals or instrumentals as well as mixing
Dr. Luke has made a
name for himself by taking
a more hands on approach
to production by writing and
producing pretty close to
every top single in the past
two years.
The real problem is the
deterioration of the expectation that singers maintain a
status as songwriters as well.
If one looks back on the
heyday of singer/songwritcians like Billy Joel who had
33 Top 40 hits, all of which
were written with his own
hand or Paul Simon, who
wrote all of his Grammy
winning albums and singles.
If we allow this trend
ourselves in a position where
all of the major pop songs
are written by individual
songwriting producers, or
so called music factories, or
companies that pump out
singles for lyrically inept

singers.
We have begun seeing
this transformation in the
recent weeks with the mass
appeal of Rebecca Black’s
“Friday.”
Black’s mother paid Ark
Music Factory $4000 for the
video, but in exchange for
giving up full rights to the
song, the family could have
paid nothing. Ark Music
worked to produce the song,
using auto-tune fairly extensively.
Pre-production of the
song included the writing of
the song, as well as the writing of the instrumental parts.
Co-writer Patrice Wilson
said, “I wrote the lyrics on a
Thursday night going into a
Friday. I was writing different
songs all night and was like,
‘Wow, I’ve been up a long
time and it’s Friday.’ And I
was like, wow, it is Friday!”
Seriously, that’s the truth.
Even the chord progressions in the song are run of
the mill.
The chord progression
is I-VI-IV-V, the most basic
and repeated progression
used in the history of music,
almost guaranteeing the
song’s status as an earworm,
or a song that easily becomes
stuck in one’s head.
If we allow this trend to
continue, we will begin to
see more and more talentless
hacks buying their way into
the history of music, crowding what was once a club for
the most inspired people on
earth.
We need to take back our
music.
We need to emphasize
our disagreement toward a
continuing degradation of
the most essential and timeless piece of human culture.

The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Interminable race to write
Jason Tham
columnist

They always say, it is not
what you know, it is who you
know.
The mass communications department organized
its annual scholarship
banquet Friday and I had the
honor to attend the event.
The banquet was to honor
students who are the winners
of this year’s mass communications department scholarships, and also to recognize
the student organizations
and their achievements in the
year.
Many professionals were
present that night, including
leaders of various disciplines
in mass media, alumni, and
of course, our very own staff
and faculty.
ly begin until half past seven,
so all of us who arrived at
six something were mingling
around the social hour.
I began to observe something similar that happened
at every table in the ballroom
– there was a person who
will be speaking and the rest
listening closely at their seat.
It was great to see how
these leaders were willing
to share their real-world
experiences with students like
us about the fast changing
media environment.
I consider myself privileged to sit at the same table
with Tim Hennagir, editor of
ECM Newspapers, who also
serves on the department’s
professional advisory panel.
Since our table were seated by the “Chronnies” (staff
of the University Chronicle),
it was really appropriate to
hear from Hennagir about
the latest development of
print journalism.
Before Hennagir spoke, a
few of us “Chronnies” were
talking about how newspapers are still relevant today
though the technology has
made news accessible online.
After hearing our

discussion, Hennagir spoke
to us, in his professional
tone, about the differences
between online news and an
actual printed newspaper.
He told us how technology will only be a supplement
to print journalism.
Technology cannot send
a journalist to the other side
of the globe to knock on a
door of a victim and do a
face-to-face interview, Hennagir summarized.
Since the “Chronnies”
also ranted about how
some mass communications
students were only limiting
themselves to solely writing
require them to produce
news packages for television
and radio.
Hennagir said that a
journalist today must know
how to produce news packages even if they do not want
to do so. “Eventually, they
will have to do it,” Hennagir
said.
He also shared with us
the experience of his online
story getting beaten by the
Associated Press (AP) by just
two minutes.
I bet all of us at the table
Nevertheless, if a journalist is willing to “go the extra
mile,” he or she will be able
to step ahead of the others
who simply “want to write.”
I daresay I learned an
invaluable lesson at the banquet through Tim Hennagir
because of his professional
experience and advice for us
new blood.
It is social events like this
that allow students to learn
in a practical and informal
setting, from people who are
I hope the university will
continue to provide such
opportunities for its students
so they can be well-prepared
before venturing into the
competitive market.

Quote of the Day:

“L

eadership is the art of getting someone else to do something you want done because he wants to do it.”
Dwight D. Eisenhower
Former United States President

Saving
lives before
snapping
photos
Briana Sutherland
columnist

College Survival Guide:
Chapter 8: Get involved

Michael Runyon
new media editor

We college students
see the posters and hear
the speakers telling us
to get involved. Student
groups seem to be omnipresent, urging us to get
involved.
They speak of their
fun and how good it is for
our resumes and it makes
one wonder if they are
being sincere about their
group or if their motives
are geared to making
their groups stronger.
Listen to these speakers, getting involved is not
only good for your job,
but if you’re pursuing a
major you love, it’s a way
to hone your skills.
Sitting downstairs in
ing this opinion drives
home this point.
Walking down to the
Chronicle last year, I had
very little in terms of
writing and design skills.
I had no journalism
friends, no one to speak
with about my passion a
year ago and as I put this
to paper I’ve been laughing and sharing stories
with my fellow Chronies.
Not only is getting involved a way to sharpen
your skills, but it’s a great
way to – and I hate this
word – network.
Networking isn’t
about making yourself

hirable, but sharing ideas
and expressing opinions
with your kin.
There are also groups
that one can get involved
in without having it help
your resume.
There are gaming and
hobby clubs throughout
campus that are great to
become involved in.
There are groups for
most everything, from
hiking to video games to
freaking chasing storms.
Taking a quick look
at the center for student organizations and
leadership development’s
(CSOLD) website reveals
that there are 26 pages of
groups, with ten groups
per page.
Think about what
you’re interested in and
there is probably a club
who share the same passion as you.
There are a few drawbacks to joining a student
group, one of which being that it may suck your
time and energy.
Joining the Chronicle
is singularly both the
greatest and most frustrating decision I’ve made
in my college life.
It’s great to be able to
express my art through
these pages, but there is
an immense responsibility
that comes with it.
I devote a huge
chunk of my week to this

paper, but it pays out in
the long run.
Join a group if you
have the time, but for the
love of all that is good,
don’t overextend yourself.
Many a college student has succumbed to
the overbearing weight
put on them by the organizations they join.
Remember always,
that if you’re going to
take on the positives of a
student group, it comes
with responsibilities too.
This may sound like
another cheesy “get
involved and show your
school spirit” opinion,
but it’s not.
This is straight from
my heart to your eyes.
Getting involved in
a school group has been
the best decision I’ve
made while going to college.
Don’t pass the opportunity up, it’s your life
and you only have a few
years in college.
“The college experience” isn’t just a buzzphrase designed to make
you spend thousands on
education.
There is a reason why
college costs so much.
Life is about the experience.
Idleness is the rot to
life and being involved is
the refreshing drive that
makes life worth living.

Valuing spirituality and allegory
Jack Lofgren
columnist

Earlier in the week I read post on a website that said if religious texts claim to be true
up against similar evidence for the natural
world.
This comes up all too often and completely misses the point of the nature of divinity in
people’s lives.
“Testing” if God exists in the natural
world ignores metaphor and allegory as a
means of accessing truth about the human
condition (not to mention it assumes that if
humans can’t perceive it then it can’t exist).
When religious texts refer to “the hand of
God” they very clearly invite us to interpret
them allegorically.
By metamorphosing the essence of
human behavior into a story we are in fact
distancing ourselves from human behavior in
order to study it “under a microscope.”
We are unable to examine the human
condition in our everyday lives because we
haven’t the distance from it, just as a neurologist cannot study their own brain, they must
study the brain of someone else.
It is too easy to assume that religion
superseded myth, and science will supersede
religion in its turn, but this is false.
The fact is that religion never replaced
myth—look at how widely read the Greek
tragedies and poems are, and how much
truth is still gained from them!
And science will certainly not replace
religion because gaining a feeling of morality,
belonging, and justice (things science can’t
offer) may be as important to people as knowing precisely how the world works.
Indeed, spirituality is more than God
or not-God (as atheists would frame the
discussion). Theology is not the study of the
physical world but of the world humans have
constructed for themselves. It is a study of
humanity, and science can’t replace that.
Scientists like Richard Dawkins have
Science will never conquer religion or
vice versa because the two are irreconcilable

and in fact deal with completely different
things.
Theology is highly speculative and helps
us understand what it means to be human
and spiritual beings. The various sciences, on
the other hand, allow us to understand how
things work in a practical manner.
And I suspect most atheists and agnostics were disillusioned from religion by the
few Young Earth Creationists and Biblical
Literalists, though this has unfortunately been
translated into a desire for all religion to be
conquered.
They should target their criticism where it
belongs and leave the rest of the spiritualists
alone.
hippies and beatniks, the youth generation
fell into the pitfall of atheism and agnosticism; the openly spiritual seem to encompass
a minority of young people.
Many young people likely believe they
will be lumped with far-right fundamentalists
or fear being labeled as a conservative.
Fundamentalists on all ends of the religious spectrum have turned us toward mateIndeed, it is all too easy to turn against
theology, spirituality, and religion because
a minority of misguided people use God to
justify their politics.
Jon Stewart is true in saying that 15-20%
of Americans control the conversation that
is had about politics and spirituality, but I
implore you not to disregard spirituality, not
to disregard that there is more to the human
condition than what can be perceived using
I implore you to accept the value of spirituality, allegory, metaphors, literature, and
origin narratives in helping us understand the
human condition and what it means to be
human.
I implore you to accept that some things
might not be perceivable by humans. In essence, I implore you to use your imagination
the world—truth that transcends the physitruth about the human condition.

Last week during my photojournalism class we discussed
ethics in photography.
we discussed Kevin Carter’s
Pulitzer prize photograph of
an emaciated young Sudanese
child crouched on the ground
in front of a vulture taken in
the early 90s.
If you haven’t seen this

online.
The story goes that Carter
was on assignment to cover
conditions in Sudan and one
day while they heard whimpering off in the distance.

source of the noise and found
an emaciated toddler crouched
on the ground, resting while
trying to make it to a nearby
feeding camp.
A vulture landed behind
the child, and Carter stopped
to snap a picture. He then
waited 20 minutes for the
vulture to potentially spread
its wings so that he could get a
better shot. After the vulture
didn’t spread its wings, he
settled for the picture he got,
shooed the vulture away, and
left the child on the ground
just as he found her.
When he returned to the
States, Carter eventually ended
up selling the photograph to
the New York Times, who
eagerly ran the photograph.
People contacted the newspaunknown.
People asked if Carter had
helped the child, and he did
not after taking the photograph.
Carter came under much
criticism for not helping the
struggling toddler and only
snapping the picture. He said
he didn’t want to be a part of
the story, and therefore left the
girl to fend for herself.
Depression followed him
like a dark cloud, despite
winning the Pulitzer prize. A
string of unfortunate events
happened to him in a short
amount of time, and he was
found dead in his truck from
carbon monoxide poisoning.
Do I think the guilt that
he felt for not doing such a
simple task played a role in his
suicide? Yes.
Do I think he should have
helped the girl, such as carrying her to the feeding camp?

An argument can be made
that he wasn’t there to save
children.
Another argument could
be, what difference would it
make if he carried her to the
feeding camp and guaranteed
her next meal? You can’t save
the world, so why save this
child, right?
Wrong. To that child, you
could be the world.
What’s the line for journalists to help someone they’re
reporting on? For me, it comes
down to where my ethics and
morals are. I am a human
before I am a journalist.
If I’m sent to cover a car
team, you better believe I will
be there doing whatever I can
to help the people in need.
Could I have walked away
from that child in Sudan? No,
and I can say that without a
second thought.
I wouldn’t have been able
to sleep at night had I walked
away knowing I could have
done something so simple.
In fact, it’s been days since I
looked at that photograph and
it still bothers me, even though
the picture was taken.
I’m off to spend a week
working at an orphanage in

May.
This photograph scares the
hell out of me because it’s so
real and striking, and I know
I could be put in a situation
similar to what Carter was.
Will I help someone in need?
Yes, because I can and that’s
reason enough for me.
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Letter to the Editor
Comic created by Patrick Suggett

Dear Editor,

I am writing to you to
express my deepest, most
sincere, and largest endorsement I can give to Dale
Rystad and Ashli Gerdes.
Together as a team, they
are the best option that
SCSU Students have for
Student Government President and Vice President for
the 2011-12 school year.
SCSU is a changing uniinvolvement in the process.
This school year I
served as your Academic
Affairs Chair for Student
Government, the student
representative on the Strategic Planning Committee,
and I am now working on
the university’s Transition
Team.
In all three of these
roles I have been one of
a very small number of
students who have been
actively and thoroughly
involved in the restructuring
of the Academic, Student
Services, and Support structures at SCSU.
We are changing to

Worth 100 Words
Language is a fascinating element of existence. The ability to communicate with others, or in some
cases, the inability to communicate affects future success and relations.
Some countries have nearly 100 languages spoken within its borders. As a writer, I am focused on
the precise way to describe in English.

same.

I studied Spanish, a beautiful language, and it was interesting how many words are similar.
Sometimes, others aren’t so far away in speech – or in thought – even if they don’t say it exactly the

Megan Junkermeier
Opinions Editor

Have an Opinion?
Have you written a letter?
Here’s how to get published.

the world around us. Those
same three words describe
the type of university
Rystad/Gerdes push us
towards.
During my work on the
above committees Dale
Rystad has kept himself as
educated and involved in
process.
The restructure process

contained lots of discussions in different areas of
the university at one time.
Dale Rystad is the only
candidate before you who
is able to take these many
moving pieces and see
the larger picture of what
SCSU is to become.
Dale Rystad is also
focused on ensuring that
through these changes
SCSU students remain the
most important topic of
discussion.
This university is built
around us, as students, and
Dale sees this in his larger
picture mindset.
I’m proud of what I do
on campus, I’m proud of
the direction our university
is taking, and I’m extremely
proud to say that Dale
Rystad and Ashli Gerdes
are the perfect pairing to
move our Student Body
forward and ensure that this
university continues to work
for us as students.
Please support Dale
Rystad for Student Government President and Ashli
Gerdes for Student Government Vice President during
the Student Government
elections on April 11-13.
The link to vote will
arrive in your HuskyNet
email account, or you can
vote in Atwood.

With all my support
and endorsement,
Jarrod Wiggins
SGA Senator, SCSU
Student

M AIL
Letters to the Editor
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

We welcome your responses to topics of current debate or interest. Submissions must include the writer’s full name, telephone number and signature, along with either the home address or major and year.
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opinions@universitychronicle.net
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‘Fools’ ends the season strong
Jason Tham
theater review

“Fools” is a veritable
laugh bomb, catching its
audience unprepared for its
amusing plot and hilarious
jokes.
The SCSU Theatre,
Film Studies and Dance
department pulled together
this last production of the

season, Tuesday through
Saturday at the Center
Stage of Performing Arts
Center.
Adjusted for local interest, the SCSU version of
“Fools” was set in a small
village in Minnesota, hence
the actors speaking with a
strong Minnesotan accent.
The story began with
Leon Tolchinsky (Chris

Dritsas), a school teacher,
who was sent to educate Dr.
Zubritsky’s (Tyler Haugen)
daughter, Sophia (Amy
Dyrdahl).
The story then developed into a funny situation when the passionate
school teacher found out
that the entire village was
cursed by the ancestor of
Gregor Yousekevitch (Yahya

Pramanic), the Count of the
village, with an extreme case
of stupid.
Tolchinsky also felt in
phia. Their lovestruck moment, however, was rather
comical as Sophia showed
the lack of intelligence to interpret Tolchinsky’s feelings.
The story became tense
when Tolchinsky found out
that he was responsible for
educating Sophia in less
than 24 hours, or he too will
be cursed with stupidity.
way to win the girl’s heart
and the trust from the
village, the story resolved
married to Sophia. The
entire village passed out,
then woke up being normal
again.
Dritsas did a phenomenal job carrying the audience through the entire play.
His expressions, jokes, and
actions enhanced the humor
of the script.
Dritsas also proved his

MARK RHODES / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Tolchinsky meets Dr. Zubritsky and Lenya Zubritsky.

he was acting “to be cursed
as a fool” when he failed to
educate Sophia. He was believable and maintained the
characteristics of the man
everyone knew.
Dyrdahl, who played the
role of Sophia, also did a

MARK RHODES / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Tolchinsky, the town’s new teacher, meets the somewhat less-than-brilliant townspeople.
good job supporting Dritsas.
She really threw herself into
the role and was believable
as the young fool.
Her adorable voice was
well projected and often was
the source of laughter.
The two other actors
who did well maintaining
the hilarious level in the
play were Tyler Haugen and
Breann Thorne (Yenchna,
the mother of Sophia).
These two actors are
like the backbones of the
entire show. The cooperation between the two is also
highly commendable. They
worked really well bring-

ing the conversations with
Yenchna, especially exaggerating silliness.
The set was gorgeous.
The center stage was turned
into a street where the house
of the Zubritsky’s was located, and a “butcher shop”
that sells “pasties” and live
bait.
Bravo to the entire production team as they have
successfully entertained the
audience and gave sights of
how even the smartest of
con men can be beaten at
their own game.

Black and White will
please most Pokémon fans

PHOTO COURTESY OF ELLE.COM

What might have been a good electro album is ruined with Spears’ vocals.
PHOTO COURTESY OF POKEMONEWS.COM

The latest Pokémon game has a bit of new to balance the classic elements of
Pokémon.
Hannah Swift
game review

The PlayStation Portable (PSP) was, by most
counts, a failure of epic
proportions. Its one and
only competitor in the
portable handheld gaming
world was the Nintendo
DS, and the PSP was just
terms of sales numbers.
As of last September,
the PSP has recorded an
approximate 64.2 million
sales – compared to the
whopping 135.58 million
Nintendo DS sales. The DS
was, and probably still is,
outselling the PSP 2-to-1.
But what made the PSP
such a failure compared to
were top-notch, display
quality was beautiful, sysout, it seemed to have had
everything going for it.
Oh, blame it on the
piracy, maybe. But then the
Nintendo DS had rampant
piracy as well.
Blame it on the audience targeted, possibly. But
the PSP could do much
more than the DS, targeting
a broader audience.
Blame it on the game
titles offered, perhaps. But
the PSP had strong franchises like Final Fantasy,
Kingdom Hearts, and even
Metal Gear Solid going for
it.
And Sony’s been known

to make their products
a success, even if they’re
newcomers to the business
– just look at the success
of the Sony DSLR line of
cameras. The PSP was, and
still is, just a failure when
compared to the DS.
All that aside however,
what’s Sony trying to do to
save a dying line of portable
failures?
We’ve got the Sony Ericsson Xperia Play coming
soon, and you can call it the
S.E.X.P, though that sounds
a tad bit dirty. Or you can
just think of it as the PSPP,
the PlayStation Portable
Phone, but that just sounds
like someone has a bladder
problem.
But in all seriousness, it’s
a Sony Ericsson Android
phone that is purportedly
able to play PlayStation
One games and some older
PSP games.
Early reviews of the
device are already in, and
from what could be discerned it’s really nothing
spectacular. As a phone, it’s
really nothing special at all:
dim screen, weak camera,
and generally questionable
build quality.
On the gaming front
however, so far the catalog of games is few to say
the least. Engadget calls it
a “pretty barren gaming
landscape,” and that’s never
a good thing to hear about
a gaming device.
To be fair though, it’s

new. It’s not even out in
the States yet, so the device
is still really in its infantile
stage. And also, it might
not be the only “PlayStation Portable Phone” to be
released.
Sony has made a
distinction that the Xperia
Play is “PlayStation Certirently the only device with
be seeing more “PSPPs” in
the future.
The other “PSP” product Sony’s got coming down
the line’s the Next Generation Portable (NGP), but as
hard as Sony’s trying to sell
that name out to people,
most people just know it as
the “PSP2.”
And once again, perSony’s style, it’s laden with
all the high-tech gee-whiz
magical technical stuff
that’s supposed to drive
consumers and gamers
insane with envy and lust.
“It’s got the 3G, the
But all of that fancy
tech stuff aside, it sounds
just like its predecessor. It
sounds more like a tech
demo than a gaming device.
It’s just the PSP on steroids
and speed.
It’s still too early to predict Sony’s second generation of PSPs, but then up
until now it hasn’t generated much excitement or
anticipation either.

Spears ruins her latest album
Chris Bremseth
album review

Britney Spears dropped
her newest attempt at separating herself from mainstream pop music, “Femme
Fatale,” this past Tuesday
on Jive Records.
Nice try, Britney, but no
dice.
“Femme Fatale” features
songwriting credits by Dr.
Luke and Max Martin, major producers in the world
of pop today, with songs
like “Teenage Dream”,
“Tik Tok” and “Party in
the USA” on their resumé.
music has become more homogenous, “Femme” being
a clear example.
In an interview with V,
Spears stated that she desired to make an album that
is “fresh-sounding . . . for
the clubs or something that
you play in your car when
you’re going out at night
that gets you excited, but I
wanted it to sound different
from everything else out
right now.”
second single off the album,
“Till the World Ends” is
heavy with her newfound
heavy synth, heavy 808 bass
drops in the background,
and really cliché songwriting. Being a ‘club’ song, one
can’t expect too much for
lyricism, but unlike sea-

soned europop stars such as
Cascada or T.a.t.u, Spears
is caught on lyrics about
move when I lose, when I
lose it hard / Get you off
with the touch, dancing in
the innocent or young at
heart.
“Hold it Against
dropped on Jan. 11, is
heavy with industrial,

ences. The heavy bass is
contrasted by her voice,
which is slightly autotuned.
This is all eclipsed by the
mad hot dubstep drop right
by the heavy two-step style
rhythm as opposed to the
that the rest of the song follows. This marks the change
in modern pop music, being
mainstream music meeting
the newly developed genre
of dubstep.
“Inside out” follows the
same industrial electronic
sound of “Hold it Against
Me” while attempting to be
more lyrically heavy. The
song tells the story of a man
trying to break up with the
narrator, but ends up in bed
with her instead. It also features previous Britney song
titles in the chorus, both
“Drive Me Crazy” and “Hit
Me Baby One More Time”.

the electronic background,
reinforcing the idea that
here to stay because they
just work so well in pop
music.
That being said, there
is an absolutely awful song
on the album. Like “Imma
Be” by the Black Eyed Peas
bad. Speaking of the Black
Eyed Peas, “Big Fat Bass”
features the musical stylings
of will.i.am, a fairly good
indication of whether or
not a song will be bad.
Three quarters of the
lyrics in the song are either
“The big fat bass” or “I can
be the treble baby, you can
be the bass”, which seems
like very lazy songwriting.
It’s almost as if will.i.am
asked Spears if she wanted
to be treble, she responded
and a bloated will.i.am said,
“Bingo! I just wrote the
song”.
Now it may seem that
this is a positive review of
“Femme Fatale”, but really
it is just a positive review of
the electronic backing. Listening to any of the tracks
with the vocals removed is
just as, or even more enjoyable which is a testament to
the production capabilities
of Dr. Luke, if anything. If
you are a diehard Spears
fan then buy it, but if you
are just into the electro
sounds, do yourself a favor
and save your money to buy
a real electronic album.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

AT T E N T I O N

FEMALES AND MALES
Private in 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, Laundry,
Parking Avail. 6/1/11 and
8/1/11 E.P.M 251-6005

UNIVERSITY APTS LARGE
2 Bedrooms Close SCSU,
Heat,Studios,Ones 320251-8284,320-250-8666
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

3 OR 4 BDR 1BLK FROM
Campus 2 Full Baths AC, DW
Heat Paid 10 or 12 Month
Leases Security 493-9549

ONE TWO AND 3 BEDROOM
Close SCSU, Also Studios,
Houses, Call 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

2BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
CAMPUS DW/AC Heat Incl.
10 or 12 Month. 493-9549

LOOKING FOR
Roommates to Share New 4 BDR
House $275 Call 320-309-4148

SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM
4 BDR APT 2 FULL
Baths Heat Incl. DW/AC
Security BLDG 10 or 12
Month Leases 493-9549
2,3+4 BDR APT VARIOUS
Locations Heat Incl. DW/
AC Security 493-9549

5 BEDROOM HOUSES JUNE
1ST Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
UVT’S 4 BDR. TOWNHOME
Pool, Dishwasher Free Parking/Heat 252-2633

2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
Library AC/DW Heat Incl
10 or 12 Month 493-9549
HOUSES STILL AVAILABLE!
Houses! Houses! Houses!
SCSU Area! 320-229-1919

WWW.SCSU4RENT.COM
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER/Fall 2011.
4BDRM & 6/7BDRM.
Call 320-237-7570
CLOSE CLOSER CLOSEST
kenthousing.com or 320-252-5500

www.stcloudrental.com
PRIVATE ROOMS AVAIL.
In APTS. And House. Heat PD,
PKG, Close To SCSU. Avail.
6/1 And 8/1. E.P.M. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

HOUSES AND APTS. GREAT
SCSU Locations Heat/Parking
Incl. 251-1925 mpmproperties.net

HOUSES HOUSES HOUSES
1-6 Blocks SCSU. Heat/Parking
Incl. Spacious Rooms. Updated
Dan 251-1925 mpmproperties.net

LIKE NEW APARTMENTS
3+4 Bedrooms, Free
Cable+Internet Plasma TV’s 320259-9673 www.ivyapartments.com

BEACHWOOD 1BR AND 2BR
APTS. 4/1,5/1,6/1,7/1 & 8/1
$395-500 S.E. Location Heat/
Parking Incl. Dan 251-1925

1, 2 BR- JUNE 1ST
$485-575. H, W, G, Cable,
Parking. 320-251-7600 x 559

NOW RENTIN FOR JUNE
2011! Nice 7,8, and 9 Bedroom Houses Close to SCSU.
Call Ryan at 320-761-0911
www.huskyhouses.com

5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
3 BLOCKS TO LIBRARY!
2 Bed Apartment! 320-2291919 www.stcloudrental.com
3 OR 4 BDR APT. IN HOUSE
Heat and Parking Incl 493-9549
ROOMS FOR RENT!
SCSU Area 215/Month!
Heat, Water, Sewer, Garbage,
Cable Incl! 320-229-1919
$50 MOVE-IN BONUS. 2-Big
Bedrooms. Neat/Clean. Includes
Utilities. Possible Caretaking.
Off-Street Parking. $298/ Person.
Near Hallenbeck. 320-679-3852
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
Roommate Matching. Free Parking, & Heat. UVT’S 252-2633
2 BED ROOM APT’S
Includes Parking Ranges
From 330.00 to 360.00 June
Openings Call 320-250-1393
HOMES & APARTMENTS
For Rent www.stcloudhomes.
com Click On St.Cloud Area
Home Rentals Or Call 253-6200
4 BEDROOM HOUSE
2 Bath Free Laundry And
Parking No Pets $1200.00
Plus Utilities 320-249-1187

13TH ST APTS: 1 BLK
North of Hockey Center (5th)
3+4 Bed Starting @ $225
Parking, Garages, Laundry &
Onsite Caretaker Remodeled
Units Avail. Josh: 651-2709316 Dan: 651-361-0803
STCLOUDRENTAL.COM
3 AND 4 BEDROOM
APTS. Heat Paid, A/C,
D/W, PKG. Close To
SCSU. 10 And 12 Monthly
Leases. E.P.M 251-6005
exelpropmgmt.com
ONE,TWO,THREE,
Bedrooms, Decks, Houses, Large,
Close SCSU Call 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.com
2 OR 3 BDR ON
Campus10 or 12 Month
Leases Heat Paid 493-9549
UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS.
3 And 4 Bedroom APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
3,4,5, BEDROOM
Apartment 4 Rent Prime Location! Utilities Paid For New Carpet,
New Cabinets, Huge Kitchen, and
Family Rooms! 320-492-123409
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3+4
Bedrooms 320-259-9673
10 Or 12 Month Leases

5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
7 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
Rent 2 Blocks from State. $315
Per Room Floors, Windows New
Chris_Chopp@yahoo.com
3+4 BDR APT IN HOUSE
1 BLK From Library D/W
Heat+Parking Incl 10 or 12
Month Lease 493-9549
2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts Close SCSU
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com Call 320-251-8284
AVAIL JUNE/AUG 2011
BDRM&6/7 BDRM Houses
For Rent. Starting At $300
Per/Person. All Util. Included.
Off Street Parking Freee
Landry. Call 320-237-75703
HARD TO FIND! 3 BED
Apartments. 2 Blocks to SCSU!
Call Today! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM
5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbpropertie.com
320-493-2608
4 BED APARTMENTS!
Starting at $215/MO. 2 Blocks
From Library! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
FREE PARKING, LARGE
Bedrooms, Pool, Individual
Leases. Microwave, Dishwasher
252-2633 uvtownhomes.com
BEACHWOOD 1BR. APTS.
6/1/11 $400-440 Dan/
Nicole 251-1925
COLLEGE VIEW
Apartments Close to
Hockey Center Now Renting For Fall 320-258-4000
www.granitecityproperties.com
NEW LISTING LARGE
2-BED. APT. Near Hallenbeck Hall Free Off ST. Parking Laundry 265.00 to 289.00
Call Glen 251-0029 If No
Answer Leaave MSG.

5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
WWW.IVYAPARMENTS.COM
5 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
Rent Free Parking Free Laundry Some Utilities Incl. $300
Per Room 235 8th AVE South
Contact Greg 320-980-4034
2-7 BEDROOM HOUSES
325.00 Plus Utilities 320-259-9673

STATESIDE APTS
Spacious 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
parking. Close, quiet.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
1,2,3 &4 BDRM APTS
Great Locations Heat/
Parking Incl. 251-1925
mpmproperties.com
OUT OF THE DORMS!
4BR, 2 Bath. Heat, water,
trash, cable. 320-654-8300
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March Madness gives bracket problems
Derek Herman
staff writer

Let me begin by saying
that I’m only human. I
don’t normally come right
out and talk about myself
in my columns even though
some of the content is personal opinion.
I try to do whatever I
can to be more factual and
keep my personal opinion
to a minimum so that you
the reader can come up
with your own conclusions even though I try to
persuade you to my point
of view.
Anyway, this week I
have to do some talking
about me because it was
a year ago when I wrote a
column in this same paper
explaining how everyone should have enjoyed

Butler’s run to the NCAA
Basketball Championship
game and how they came
within inches of actually
winning the championship
because it may be a long
time before it happened
again, if it would ever happen again.
I need to backtrack and
offer a correctional column
for the one from last year.
With Kentucky, Connecticut, Virginia Commonwealth, and Butler making
up the Final Four this year,
we seem to be in the middle
of one of the most rare and
most interesting Final Four’s
ever.
I learned my lesson
to not say we’ll never see
something like this again
or that it will be a while
but with eighth seeded
Butler matching up against

eleventh seeded VCU for
a chance to play in the national championship game,
how can anyone expect to
see this again soon?
Any other year an eight
seed playing an eleven seed
at this point of the tournament would be amazing
as it is now, but this year is
even more amazing because
of the fact the VCU was
being so heavily questioned
about how they even received an invite to the tournament and that’s not even
mentioning that they had to
win a play-in game to make
the cut of 64 teams.
What makes the story
even more amazing is the
story of Virginia Commonwealth on selection Sunday.
It is custom that when a
team has any sort of chance
at making the tournament

they gather with their teammates, coaches, and fans to
watch the selection show.
Not exactly what VCU did.
Even though reports say
that the team did gather,
that they weren’t going to
make the NCAA tournament that they didn’t even
watch the selection show.
Instead, they ordered burgers and watched Cartoon
Network.
That was just a few
weeks ago when nobody
had any respect for the
Rams.
Now, they are on the
verge to do what no other
team in the history of college basketball has done,
win six games and still not
be crowned the champions.
To make it even more
amazing, consider that

at the beginning of their
conference tournament the
Rams were the four seed
and weren’t expected to
make it past a solid George
Mason team.
Had they not have won
that game its very likely
the four teams left would
look way different than all
of these Cinderella stories.
Butler’s story isn’t much less
impressive because without
winning their conference
tournament they could have
easily not been invited.
With losing two solid
starters from last year’s runner up team, one of which
was a top ten NBA draft
pick, nobody had any conmake a run that would rival
last year’s amazing charge.
Who would have
thought that a 33 year old

VCU head coach would be
facing a 34 year old Butler
head coach for a chance at
the title game?
One of these two teams
will be having an even more
impressive and rare run
than Butler did last year.
Both teams have a very
good chance to win a championship this year no matter
if they face Kentucky or
Connecticut.
So, enjoy this weekend
and how crazy this Final
Four actually is.
With the risk of eating
my words again, common
sense says I shouldn’t say
a Final Four like this won’t
happen again soon but I’m
just saying I don’t think we
can get used to this yet.

Chad Ochocinco shocks fans with soccer tryout
Ben Weidt
staff writer
NFL wide receiver Chad
Ochocinco has spent his locked out
offseason doing something a little
unusual- trying out for the Major
League Soccer team Sporting
Kansas City.
Ochocinco has been a soccer
fan his whole life, playing from the
age of 4 through the beginning
of high school, when his grandma
advised him to quit and focus on
football.
Ochocinco stated that playing professional soccer has been
a lifelong dream of his. He is also
good friends with some of the biggest soccer stars, including Cristiano Ronaldo and Ronaldinho, so
obviously he is passionate about the
sport.
The Bengals Wideout started
his soccer career two weeks ago
with a 4 day tryout with Sporting
KC, (formerly the Kansas City
Wizards) Ochocinco looked pretty
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trouble controlling the ball and

competing at an elite level with
soccer stars who had been doing it
their whole lives.
He had the speed and physical gifts, but he was not all there.
Regardless, Sporting KC decided
they would make him an honorary
member of the team, and he was
allowed to practice as long as he
wanted to with the teams reserve
club, which is a team of backup
players, similar to a minor league
team in baseball.
So what does Ocho bring to the
MLS? Massive visibility which the
MLS has never had before.
Ochocinco is about as big of
a celebrity as you can be in the
Twitter.
During Ochocinco’s tryout,
Sporting KC and Ochocinco were
top stories on Sportscenter for
the 4 days he was trying out, and
they also covered his reserve game
which he played in last Monday,
AND made a 6 minute clip showing the ins and outs of Ocho’s MLS
tryout which ran for a few days on

ESPN.
I think this is incredibly good
for the MLS and soccer in the
United States.
Soccer has never been big here
in the states, but I think it is on its
way up as one of the next major
sports, and Ochocinco could help
it.
If he ever gets the chance to
play in an MLS game, like people
wouldn’t tune in if they played the
game on ESPN?
Just out of pure curiosity, to see
if an NFL player could excel on the
soccer pitch? And I’m sure there
will be more than a few Sporting
KC #85 Ochocinco jerseys being
worn around just for the irony of it.
I think this is one of the main
reasons Ocho was made and “honorary member” of the soccer club,
and I think it’s a smart move.
The MLS is expanding rapidly,
with 18 teams all located in every
region of the U.S.
The league is also expanding
into Canada with the addition of
the Vancouver Whitecaps, as well
as adding a team in Oregon, the

cross fingers
fight global warming.com

Portland Timbers.
Plans are also underway to start
a team in Montreal, Quebec.
In this country, we have 4 major
sports leagues with the NFL, NBA,
MLB, and the NHL. Do I think the
MLS could ever keep up with the
likes of Football, Baseball, and Basketball? Of course not. But could
the MLS ever become as popular
as the NHL?
I think so. Many MLS teams
have their own stadiums and solid
fanbases to go along with them.
The Seattle Sounders, an MLS
team that has only been around for
three years, has an average attendance of 36,000 at home games.
Not too bad for a young soccer
team.
252080A02
The MLS is also starting to
join their ranks as well, attracting aging soccer superstars from
overseas who are attracted to lower
level of play in the MLS versus
international soccer.
The most notable was David
Beckham, who was one of the English premier league’s most visible

stars as a member of Manchester
United as well as playing for Italian
team AC Milan.
Beckham then came over to the
MLS and plays for the Los Angeles
Galaxy.
Thierry Henry, a French futboller who starred for Barcelona,
and won a World Cup with France
is now playing for the New York
Red Bulls.
The MLS also is starting to see
its share of home grown talent.
Landon Donovan, who thrilled the
nation with his goal scoring in the
United States’ World Cup run, also
plays for the Galaxy and only plays
here in the states.
The MLS has also set up a
youth development program to
American soccer star.
And keep in mind, the league
has only been around since 1996,
so it is still growing.
It will be interesting to see what
happens, but I think the future of
soccer is very bright in the states.

The “I’ll Just Have One More” Martini
3 oz. gin or vodka
1/2 oz. dry vermouth
3 olives
1 automobile
1 long day
1 diminishing attention span
1 too many
Combine ingredients. Drink. Repeat.
Mix with sharp turn, telephone pole.

Never underestimate ‘just a few.’
Buzzed driving is drunk driving.
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SCSU
Sports
Schedule
April 5, 2011
Softball vs. Winona
State
SF 2:00 pm
April 6, 2011
Softball vs. ConcordiaSt. Paul
SF 2:00 pm
April 9, 2011
Women’s Tennis vs.
Univ. of Sioux Falls
12:00 pm
April 9, 2011
Men’s Tennis vs. Univ.
of Sioux Falls
12:00 pm
April 9, 2011
Baseball vs. Winona
State
1:00 pm
April 10, 2011
Men’s Tennis vs.
Augustana College
1:00 pm
April 10, 2011
Women’s Tennis vs.
Augustana College
10:00 am

Sports & Fitness

Training
Continued from Page 16

a 5k race said Morris.
These runs should be much
more intense than the “easy
run” I think I will need
about two months of training because I already ran a
5k before, so I just need to

get back into the swing of
things,” said Plautz.
Plautz will continue her
training for the next two
months in hopes to get back
into her ideal 5k race pace.
She said that she is excited

to beat her time from her
last race.
“I remember the week
before my last 5k race. It
is important to get a lot
of sleep and it is also very
important to eat healthy,”
said Plautz. “It actually
does take a lot out of you;
I remember wishing that
I would have drank more
water the day before my last
race.”
According to Jen Deering, a Personal Trainer at
Gold’s Gym in Sartell, it
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is important to continue
training the week before
the race, and to make sure
that the runner has enough
carbohydrates.
“About a week before
the race day, it is important
to load up on carbohydrates
for energy and a lot of water,” said Deering. “Pasta is
a very good thing to eat the
night before; it will give you
all the carbohydrates that
you body needs to create
more energy.”
According to Morris,

beginning to train for a 5k
cially without a plan. Begin-

hard task going from not
running at all, to starting on
a three-days-a-week plan.
for training either online or
talking to a trainer.
“If you have a positive
mindset, then you are already half way there,” said
Deering.

NBA prepares for playoffs
Ahmed Warriach
Staff Writer
NBA’s regular season is
coming to a head and both
the conferences are heating up in anticipation of
This year’s playoff picture is very different, thanks
in part to the different big
name free agents that have
lifted their teams to respective playoff conference
positions.
There is a lot of interest
in the East because of the
emergence of Miami Heat
as the powerhouse there.
This is a very different
looking Heat team from
last season, where Dwayne
Wade carried the entire
heavy work load and had a
very dismal supporting cast.
The new Heat has LeBron James and Chris Bosh,
both of whom are capable
of taking that work load on
themselves.
This makes the Heat
perhaps the most interesting
team to watch.
As the playoffs get closer,
most of the games will dissolve into 1 on 1 matches
and it will be interesting to
see what approach teams

will take towards the Heat.
This is because the three
main players on the Heat
LeBron, Wade, and Bosh
need to be double-teamed
to keep them at bay but that
cannot work now, since
only one of them can be
double teamed at any one
time.
Their Achilles Heel is
probably their bench, which
is not that great and needs
to produce numbers in order for the big three to get
some rest.
So it will be interesting
to see how the Heat fares
this time around. Last year
they were ousted by the
Hawks.
No one should be surprised if they make a deep
run into the playoffs the
only question would be can
they win it all?
The second team in the
East is the Chicago Bulls.
They made the trade to get
Carlos Boozer, who had
been injured earlier in the
year.
The Bulls will be one
of the teams that anyone
would have to beat in order
Last year, the Bulls
forced the Celtics to play

seven games and seven
overtimes before eventually
losing.
Since the Bulls have a
better team this year, many
people argue that the race
in the East is primarily a
two horse race between the
Celtics and the Bulls.
Whoever wins that
match up will have to play
the Lakers in the playoffs.
Celtics are the third
team that people should
watch out for, since they
were in the playoffs last
to the Lakers.
They should be the clear
favorites in the East. This
is due to a number of
ence.
They have been to the
playoffs a number of times,
and it would be surprising
if they falter before coming
The second reason is
that they have won against
almost all the teams in the
East.
The one problem that
they might run into, is that
since letting go Kendrick
Perkins to the Oklahoma
City Thunder, they might
now run into problems

due to lack of depth at the
center position.
Both Miami and Boston
are 3 games behind the
Bulls who are leading the
conference. The only other
team in the East that has a
very good chance of ruining anyone’s party is the
Orlando Magic.
People might love to
hate their coach Van Gundy, but the fact remains that
they are perennial power
house who have not lived
up to their reputation; they
have to make something
happen this year.
The reason for that being that Dwight Howard,
who is perhaps the best
Center in the game, would
be looking for employment
someplace else if they didn’t
make a deep enough push
in the playoffs.
They have completely
revamped their team, and
sent a lot of people away in
hopes of making that deep
run possible.
They have a lot of three
point shooting in their team
and, as it happens with a lot
of teams that rely heavily
on the three, that in your
off day it is tough to have
to make up that scoring

somewhere else.
The fact remains that
they have the raw talent,
and if it comes together you
never know they might win
the conference.
Another team that
would mention is the New
York Knicks, but I would
be hesitant to suggest that
they could win it all, this is
because I am not sold on
who much of a good team
the Knicks really are, and
though they might have
Amare Stoudemire and
Carmelo Anthony, along
with Chauncey Billups, they
are in my opinion, not the
team that could win the
East.
However, before I say or
commit anyone to the list of
perpetual losers, I would tell
a cautionary tale: Anyone
can win at any given day
and that is why everyone
plays the games that they
play.
All I can say is that there
are some predictions that
can be made. With all that
said, this going to be one of
the most interesting playoffs
yet in the NBA.
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Continued from Page 16
Heauer, Enger, and

The Huskies then took the
pared to hit for the last time.
Sudbeck struck out, while
Standish singled to right
after being caught stealing.

score was 3-0.
The second game includhits for the Huskies. The

Mavericks had two runs and
six hits. Jordan Smith had
three runs and four hits, with
with Jeff Heuer following in
stats: two runs and three hits.
The big inning for the
Huskies was the eighth, with
7 runs, 6 hits ,and 1 error.
This was a major win for the
Huskies against a good team.
They are now 15-3 NSIC
3-1.
The Huskies will play
Southwest Minnesota State
University on Wednesday,
April 6, and will have their

MLB
sports
schedule
PHoTo CoURTESY of SCSU ATHlETICS

Winona State University
Saturday, April 9.

Tuesday, April 5
Twins vs Yankees
7:05pm

Health note
Continued from Page 16

keeping a social life is
possible. Yet, looking at who
your friends are is important,
whether think so or not.
The people that want to
spend time with you should
have your best interests in
mind and shouldn’t peer
pressure into things unhealthy.
This can affect the mental
health a ton.
Keeping a good relationship with family is very important as well as everything else.
These are the people that
care about you the most and
want to see you happy.
Even if problems in family
life are a burden, learning to
accept their issues and love
their abilities can be a weight
off the shoulders.
Take time out for yourself. Spending some self time
keeps the body and mind in
the same place.
Everyone has a different
way of doing this.
Go for a quick job or walk
by the river and get some
fresh air.
Not only will this be good
for physical health, it will
take a bunch of stress off the
mind.
Take an hour to read a fa-

Monday, April 4
Twins vs Yankees
7:05pm

Wednesday, April 6

Red Sox vs Indians
7:05pm

vorite book or watch a favorite
movie. Doing something you
love will keep the mind on a
positive note.
Keep an eye on all of the
positive traits you love about
yourself.
With good self esteem

Wednesday, April 6

Twins vs Yankees
7:05pm

creates happy thoughts.
With all of this stress and
not enough time, having a
great self esteem will make
the mind and everything feel
better.
Economic status is what
gets everyone. Stress about
the biggest tole on the mind
and can make self esteem
diminish.
Start setting aside bundles
of one dollar bills or spare
change. When situations like
late bills and no money for
groceries happens, the spare
cash being saved can become
a life saver.
Planning and preparing is
probably the most important
thing in this situation, like
school work. Setting dates
throughout each month where
setting aside small amounts
is possible can relieve a lot of
worry. Make sure the money
you have is going to the most

Thursday, April 7
Red Sox vs Indians
12:05pm
Thursday, April 7
SAMANTHA SoUTH/STAff PHoToGRAPHER

Sudents take time out of their busy schedules to study at the library. Used everyday by many, the Library offers a quiet area to study, and multiple rooms
for group study.
is key in these situations.
Accept when things do go
wrong. Sure enough avoiding procrastination isn’t what
everyone will do, so stressful
times are there. Stay positive
when times get bad.
If you stay positive and
work with what is available, it
can take away a lot of the bad

feelings you can have.
Times are going to get
tough, but that doesn’t mean
it’s the end of the world.
All of these things can
help in some way.
The most important thing
and other things are weighing it down is that health is
important.

Balancing everything can
be hard to deal with but there
are people out there when
these tips still aren’t helping.
Counseling services on
and off campus are there for
a reason and seeking them is
important.
Staying mentally healthy is
a challenge but is not impossible.

Twins vs Yankees
1:05pm
Friday, April 8

Yankees vs Red Sox
2:05pm

Friday, April 8
Cubs vs Brewers
8:10pm

Monday, April 4, 2011
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Tsuyoshi Nishioki, newcomer to the
er on the team.

Twins ‘11
roster
gains new
teammate

SCSU baseball wins big
against MSU Mavericks
at bat.
sports & fitness editor

Sudbeck grounded out to third base.

The SCSU baseball team won both
games in a double header against MSU
Mankato. The games were played at Manka-

Mavericks got ready to hit.

with a score of 3-0, and the second 12-2.

who struck out right away. Aaron Berner hit
Another Maverick walked and right after

right after Travis Cariveau hit a ground ball

Next up to bat was Benke, who hit a home

the score at 2-0.
Joey Althoff struck out, ending the

Todd Standish struck out, ending the second
inning.
The third inning included Imholte sinto third, Cariveau grounded out to third base
as well, and Smith grounded out to second
base. The Mavericks had a similar inning as

with Benke who fouled out on third. Alhoff

Mankato’s Zachary Rowels struck out.
Danny Miller reached an error due to second

game. Miller was out at second. The third
out came from Patrick Dockendorf, while up

The newest - and possibly hardest to
pronounce - member of the Twins roster is
an interesting one. If you haven’t seen him
yet, odds are you will soon; meet Tsuyoshi
Nishioka.

Mavericks, hit a grounded out to short stop.

Melanie Ovel

Captain Joey Benke. There were six hits for
SCSU, two from Imholte.

staff writer

is far from new to the sport of baseball.
Playing for the Chiba Lotte Marines of

grounding out to third base. Imholte then

was here that he began his journey to Major
League Baseball.

Cariveau grounded out to short stop.

city of Nara and began playing baseball in
Smith singling up the middle. Benke struck
out swinging. Meanwhile, Smith, caught
rett Fisher struck out swinging, ending the

-

he wasn’t good enough and did not receive
an athletic scholarship.

The Mavericks, desperate to score, got
Kuchenbecker and a single up the middle
by Dockendorf. Kuchenbecker advanced
to second, but did not continue as his team
mates struck out.

Mankato took the dugout, as Benke took

never lost.
School prospects in the country, he was sedraft by the Chiba Lotte Marines.
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equivalent of their major and minor league
teams most of his rookie season, when
Takahashi) he became a switch-hitter.

time to review everything that
has been done and making sure
it is done very well.

Samantha South
Columnist
Keeping mentally healthy
is just as important as keeping
physically healthy.
Whether it’s all of the
homework and preparing for
pects in life, it’s hard to balance
everything as college students.
Balance is key though to
staying happy and healthy;
especially for the mind.
Being able to balance
school, work, friends and family
on top of trying to stay physically healthy, takes a tole on the
mental health.
Now is the time to do some
things that can help before
without the mental breakdown.
Planning and scheduling

-

mental breakdown process.
With so much to do in such
little time, keeping a schedule is
the best option.
Piece apart homework assignments and get them done in

little chunks.
This way procrastination is
not an option and the assignment will get done on time or
maybe even early.
This will also give more

same thing. Schedule days
with a study group a few weeks
ahead of time.
This way motivation to
study lightly will be at a high
and other’s motivation will help
build your own.
Also, piece apart the section
of the study guide and assign
them to each person so that the
workload isn’t high on anyone.
While this can help with
school, time for other things
will also open up.
Set aside time with friends
and fun. This will take the load
of homework off the mind and
give some relax time.
This will also make sure
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Patience, time key to 5K training
Karina Kern
Contributing writer

As the weather gets warmer,
more athletes will begin training outdoors for their upcoming
races in the Spring.

is training for a race that takes
place this Spring, and she will
be among many other students
working towards their goal of
completing a 5k race.
“I ran the St. Cloud State

5k this past fall, but I feel like
I completely fell out of shape
over the winter. I want to start
training again but I’m not
too sure how to get back into

important to register for the
race ahead of time. It will help
keep the runner motivated
knowing that he/she is already
registered for the race.

“For beginning runners,
training for a 5K race should
start about three months before
the race day,” said Kari Beaupre, local owner of two Snap
Fitness franchises.
For avid runners, a month
of training before the race is an
ideal schedule.
Beaupre also said it is also

starting to train, they should be
jogging about three days a week
at an easy pace. Avid runners
should keep with their normal
pattern but make sure that they
are running for at least 25 to
30 minutes each time they jog,”
said Beaupre.
Running three times a week
will start to get the body con-

ditioned for the training it will
endure in the next few months
before the race, said Beaupre.
Rick Morris from Runningplanet.com says that while
training days are important,
rest days are just as crucial.
Without proper rest between
training days, muscles will not
have a chance to recover and
strengthen properly.
Speed runs are also very
important when training for a
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second season – along with six homeruns
and 35 RBI’s – he was well on his way to
developing his skills.
taste of international ball while playing in
the World Baseball Classic and although
improved his play by nearly every relevant
statistic.
While plagued by minor knee and wrist
tinued to become a more consistent player
at the plate and while stealing bases (although regarded as very fast athlete, he was
caught stealing 13 times in 2007 resulting in
only a 67.5% success rate).
After the 2010 season (and becoming
only the 2nd player in Japan’s history to
surpass the 200 hit mark in a season) the
Chiba Lotte Marines accepted a $5 million
contract buyout for Nishioka, allowing the
Twins to have the opportunity to sign him;
they wasted no time, locking him up on a
three-year, $21 million dollar deal with a
Although talented and carrying loads of
potential – along with just as many question
marks - it’s uncertain how Nishioka’s skills
will translate to the MLB.
Some Japanese players (such as two time
made the transition seamlessly, while others
(such as the Pirates Akinori Iwamura) have
been incapable of sticking around even a
couple years.
Many scouts point to the fact that the
pitching talent in the America is far greater
than that in Japan. Some also point to the
fact that the Astroturf they play on in Japan
causes problems for players coming to the
MLB (now playing on natural grass).
For good or bad, the Twins appear comis currently slotted as the starting second
baseman and the number two hitter behind
Denard Span.
nese Twins player is a success or bust.

